
	  

	  

	  

SNAGGLETOOTH 
making dental dreams come true!       WINTER 2018 

ZEIS DENTAL MOVING 
TO NEW LOCATION 
 

With excitement and a little bit of sadness, Zeis Dental will 
be vacating our cozy corner of the Normandale Village 
Shopping Center and moving to spacious new digs in Edina. 
 
WHEN:  Spring 2019 (March, maybe?  You  

know how construction projects go...) 
 
WHERE:   5260 W. 74th Street, Edina   

(off Bush Lake Road) 
 

Why are we moving?  Quite frankly, we have outgrown our 
space.  With the addition of new procedures and services 
such as implant placement, Invisalign, 3-D printing, and 
Cerec crowns, we ran out of counter space for all the 
equipment that came with it.  In addition to doubling our 
square footage, we will also have WINDOWS!  Hello 
sunshine, snow, rain, blue skies and gray clouds!  One of the 
things we most look forward to is natural light.   
 
We will keep you updated on construction and don’t worry, 
we will definitely let you know when we move.    No patient 
left behind! 
 

Anna’s New Baby 
 
Anna is back!  Snaggletooth’s #1 assistant returned 
from her summer maternity leave (well timed, Anna) 
and introduced us to Adalyn.  Yay!!!   
 
Welcome to this amazing world, Adalyn, and thank 
you!  We need more babies like you to fund our Social 
Security.   
 
(Crazy fact:  Snaggletooth went into the hospital the 
same day Anna did with excruciating side pains.  While 
Anna got a baby, Snagglez got a handful of kidney 
stones.) 

2018 OFFICE CLOSURES 
 

Dec 24-28 Christmas Week 
Jan 1  New Year’s Day 
 
Students on holiday, book your January 
appointments NOW. December is already 
full. 
 

If you need help when the office is closed, 
please contact Dr. Zeis at (612) 644-2439. 

Wait ‘til you see it finished! 



	  

	  

From the Dental Chair  
Many of you have noticed that our office always has a 
young person on staff who is applying to dental 
school.  Sarah, Jess, Sophie, Breanna… 
 
I have hired these college students for the past four 
years because I love their energy and want to give 
them an insider’s look into their chosen field.   
 
Did you know that 4 out of 4 of these students 
were accepted to the University of Minnesota 
School of Dentistry???  Of course they got into dental 
school on their own merit but I think it’s safe to say 
that I know how to choose WINNERS! 
	  
The students who seek work experience with our 
office are keenly interested in how a dental office 
works and want to understand how to manage one. 
	  
All of the students start off in the back office to learn 
about dental insurance and its prominence in patient 
care. After a few months, they know more than most 
practicing dentists about how insurance works.  
Absolute truth.   
 
From there, they move to the front office and begin 
engaging with patients. Here they juggle the phones, 
patient questions about insurance, and keep the 
schedules stacked.  “Massive respect for the front 
desk” is what all of the students say about that 
experience.  
 
Surprisingly, I don’t have them observe me much.  
Why?  Because the dentistry is something that they 
will learn in school.  I would rather they assist me and 
appreciate just how much work, organization, speed, 
and mindreading goes into the assistant role.   
 
I am so proud of these students.  They are tough, they 
are smart, they are MILLENNIALS!!!  (Remember 
people, we need to support them so they can fund our 
Social Security!) 
	  

Off to Dental School 
in Aug 2019 
 
Sophie (left) is originally 
from North Dakota and 
is a certified personal 
trainer!  She graduates 
from the University of 
Minnesota this spring.   
 
Bre graduated from the 
University of Minnesota 
with a degree in Family 
Social Science.  She 
decided in high school 
to pursue dentistry 
because it looks so 
glamorous on TV.    

Sarah – 3rd year 
 
Watch out!  In the final 3rd 
and 4th years of dental 
school, students practice 
on real patients. Sarah 
has always shown an 
interest in root canals so 
she may pursue 
endodontics as a 
specialty.  

Jess – 1st year 
 
As these pictures show, 
dentists in training always 
have instruments and 
TEETH in their hands.  As 
a first year, Jess spends 
hours in the lab 
obsessively shaping 
anatomically correct 
teeth out of wax. 

Yes, We Have A Male in the Office! 
 
Meet Sam!  He joined us this summer to help with the insurance 
administration and has been popping up at the front desk, too.  Sam is not exactly 
new to the practice.  He and his family are long-time patients.  Like a few of you 
out there, Sam has only had his teeth cleaned by Paulette.   
 
We are SO LUCKY to have Sam with us.  He has always been star patient with a 
bright smile to match his glowing personality.  Sam grew up in Bloomington and 
is deeply involved with the community.  He volunteers with a youth ministry and 
loves working with people.  He has stated that he does not want to be a dentist 
but he has nothing but respect for people who do.  Thank you, Sam.    



	  

	  

FAQ: Straight from the Patients’ Mouths! 

Q:  How do dentists dec ide on the ir  fees? 
A:  Several methods… 
 

1.  If you have dental insurance, your insurance company 
decides the fee. 
 
2.  If you don’t have dental insurance, I decide the fee.  I 
base this primarily on the going rate in the area.  I don’t 
want to be the cheapest nor do I want to be the most 
expensive.   
 

Factors that determine the fees are: 
-‐ What are the cost of materials involved? 
-‐ Are there lab fees involved? 
-‐ How much time will I spend on this procedure?  

Not just with the patient, but maybe my lab time, 
my computer time, my assistant’s time, or 
consulting with specialists. 

-‐ Is there a lot of follow-up involved? 
-‐ What are the risks if it fails?  How much will it 

cost me in time or money to re-do it? 
-‐ Do I like doing this procedure? 

 
 

Q:   do you l ike to cook?  
A:  Not really.  Not as much as the cookbook library in 
my reception area suggests I do.  However, I love 
watching other people cook!  After a long day of making 
dental dreams come true, the snagglefairy loves nothing 
more than a glass of wine and The Great British Baking 
Show.  Ahhhhh…that feels soooo good.  Foot massage 
optional! 
	  
	  
Q:  You don’t advertise!   
A:  Is that a question or an accusation?  No, I do not run 
any ads.  I don’t even have a proper sign on the exterior 
of the mall.  It just says  D EN TIST  and is unlit half the 
time.   People who have lived in Bloomington all their 
lives are surprised to find this dental office that has 
existed for over 40 years in the same location. 
 
Fortunately, we get most of our new patients from 
referrals.  Others find us on the internet thanks to great 
reviews from existing patients.   
 
Did you know that until 1977 it used to be illegal for the 
medical profession to promote their services?  Many 
older docs still find advertising unprofessional and 
distasteful.  I’m not one of them, but I’ve never really 
wanted to run one for myself either.  Makes me kind of 
squeamish, really.   
 
Funny then, that I have no shame in boldly asking YOU 
to continue referring your great friends and family to the 
practice and please, consider writing a review on Google 
for us.  It’s how we continue having the best patients. 

Q:  What do you th ink of the Quip 
toothbrush? 

	  

 

GOBY 
Now, there is another electric toothbrush 
out there on the Internet that is called 
the Goby ($50-80).  The brushhead is 
very similar to the Oral-B.  This company 
sent me their toothbrush to try out.  I 
like their no frills design (one button 
on/off and no wifi signals sending my 
brushing habits out into the internet 
universe), but you can only buy this 
toothbrush and its $5 refill brushheads 
online.  Some people may like the 
convenience of their refill brushhead 
subscription plan.  
	  

A: I think it sucks!  The ads for this 
toothbrush were on my Instagram feeds all 
the time and they looked really nice, but I 
knew that they would suck.  So one day I was 
at Target and I saw them in real life.  I bought 
one just to show myself that I was right.   
 
Patients… I tried it and it sucked.   
 
This slim toothbrush works off a battery.  
Electric toothbrushes that use a battery are 
weak.  Get something that plugs into the wall.   
 The bristles vibrated slightly.  I still had to wiggle it 
around and make those scrubbing brushing motions.  
Why not just use the FREE premium toothbrush that I 
give you???  Why pay $25 for the plastic version and 
$40 for the metal version? 
 

QUIP 

I thought the battery life was way too short and found 
it was weakly powered compared to my Oral B. 
 
Now, if a patient were to ask me WHICH 
TOOTHBRUSH SHOULD I BUY?, I would say, get 
yourself a Sonicare or Oral-B.  Both allow you to 
gently guide the brush over your teeth while the 
bristles do all the work.  These companies have been 
around for a long time and won’t disappear in five 
years. 
 
Q:   will the fees be going up to pay for 
the new off ice?  
A:  OK, so nobody has asked this but let’s just address 
this now… I’m trying to run a proper pyramid scheme 
here so if every patient recruits just one new patient in 
2019, we can all enjoy foot massages and mimosas 
prior to our appointments.   
	  

 



	  

	  

	  

	  

Dental Erosion & The 
Modern Diet 
 
When I was young, I heard my aunt say, “Lemonade isn’t 
good for children’s teeth.”  It was so ominous that I never 
forgot it.  I didn’t know what she meant until I was several 
years into practice.  And now I hear her words ringing in 
my ears EVERY. SINGLE. DAY. as I do my exams.   
 
Dental erosion is the result and process in which strong, 
healthy tooth enamel is worn away by acid.  Based on the 
teeth affected, dentists can normally tell what caused it. 
 
GERD:  Gastric reflux normally results in erosion of the 
upper molars.  The enamel backsides of the molars, from 
gum to cusp tip, are flattened. 
 

Bulimia:  This may also apply to patients who throw up a 
lot due to medication or motion sickness.  In these cases, 
only the backsides of the upper front teeth show loss of 
enamel. 
 

Acidic Diet :  Drinking a lot of acidic beverages will smooth 
out the surfaces of all teeth.   
 

 
When you lose the hard, protective enamel on the surface 
of your teeth, your teeth become more susceptible to 
sensitivity and cavities.  The softer dentin beneath slowly 
dissolves and takes on a smooth, crater-like appearance.  
Interestingly, if you have any silver or composite fillings, 
those will not be worn away from the acid.  If you look at 
the picture, you’ll see the fillings intact, but the tooth 
structure around it has dissolved.  This situation also 
allows for CAVITIES to creep in! 
 
To protect further erosion of the teeth, the cause must be 
identified and lifestyle changes made, if possible.  The next 
step is protection. This protection may be in the form of 
crowns, fillings, prescription fluoride toothpaste, and/or a 
protective nightguard.   
 
ACIDIC DRINKS 
People don’t drink pop anymore because they realize it is 
unhealthy.  But kombucha!  Switchel!  Apple cider vinegar! 
Lemon water!  Cold-pressed fruit juices!  Those are good 
for you, right?  Maybe, but they definitely have a 
detrimental effect on your teeth.  
 
In addition to extremely acidic, they lower the pH in your 
mouth. A lower pH level in your mouth allows the bad 
bacteria that cause cavities and periodontal disease to 
thrive.  If you’re going to drink kombucha, drink it with a 
meal and drink it quickly.  The worst thing you can do for 
your teeth is to sip something like lemon water all day 
long.  I know Gwyneth Paltrow does it and she’s gorgeous 
but did you know she has dentures???  Well, not yet, but 
she will if she doesn’t listen to me! 
 
Sports drinks.  You need the electrolytes after a hard 
workout and the citric acid flavor helps quench your thirst.  
In the dental world, we classify them as “extremely  
 
	  

IN THIS PICTURE, YOU CAN SEE THAT THE WHITE 
ENAMEL HAS ERODED AWAY.  THE YELLOW 
PORTION IS THE SOFT DENTIN INSIDE THE TOOTH.  
ACID HAS FURTHER ERODED THE DENTIN SO IT HAS 
A SCOOPED OUT, CRATER-LIKE APPEARANCE.  THE 
WHITE COMPOSITE FILLINGS ON THESE TEETH HAVE 
BEEN UNAFFECTED BY EROSION BUT THEY LOOK 
LIKE BUMPY WHITE PROJECTIONS. 

erosive” with pH levels of 2.7-2.9.  Use sparingly.  
Energy drinks?  BAD!  Don’t even think about them. 
 
Do we need to review pH a little bit?  It is a logarithmic 
scale from 0-14.  7 is neutral.  Battery acid is 1.  Coke 
is 2.4.  The difference between two digits is 10x.  The 
pH at which our teeth begin to demineralize and 
become weaker is 5.5.   
 
You don’t need to be a geek and check the pH of all 
your drinks but you should just know that water is 
always the best choice.  Right?   
 
OH MY GOD, I FOUND OUT THAT I WAS WRONG 
EVEN ABOUT THAT! 
 
Bottled water, that evil thing that is polluting our 
oceans and killing cute animals, can be ACIDIC!  
Flavored Dasani waters are 3.03 on the pH-meter. 
Same with Vitamin Water!  But you were already 
suspicious about something called Vitamin Water, 
right?  The pH levels are low because of the citric 
acid flavors and the filtration/preservative process. 
 
Regular Dasani water, Perrier, and most LaCroix 
drinks clock in around 5-6.  That’s OK.  Fruit juices 
on average clock in between 2-3, meaning they have 
the same erosive power as Mountain Dew.  Pass on 
the juice boxes for kids! 
 
Oh, and did you know that citric acid binds to 
calcium?  So not only does it melt your teeth away, 
it steals calcium from your teeth, too.  Sneaky!!! 
 
There is so much more to say but now I’ve run out of 
space.  Be careful.  Drink tap water.  To be continued! 


